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Baseball alumnus killed
in Tuesday plane crash
near Lincoln

BY TONY XU
Editor-in-Chief
As Bradley promotes its new
building as a collaborative space
for students and the community,
the Business and Engineering
Convergence Center is designed to
be widely accessible. However, some
of the designed could come at a
disadvantage.
The convergence center is
designed to have a better fire control
system than most of the buildings on
campus and multilayered access area
control. As a result, the building has
many sets of corridor doors.
While most of the restrooms are
double doored and located behind
corridor doors, the design may have
created more barriers.
The building has one gender
neutral-restroom on the first floor
and nine sets of male and female
restrooms throughout all five levels
– two sets on each of the four floors,
and one set in the basement. Though
all of the restrooms are labeled as
handicap accessible, eight sets of
them are double doored. Accessing
the restroom also may require going
through some fire doors.
“Typically, with the code
requirements, it’s the general idea
of removing barriers,” said Kim
Green, planning supervisor and
sustainability coordinator at Bradley.
“The double doors themselves [are]
used primarily to minimize the line of
the sight into the restrooms.”
There is one set of the singledoored restrooms which are located
on the west side, the engineering
side, of the first floor; and one singledoored, gender-neutral restroom is
located in the northeast corner of the
first floor.
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Mitch Janssen, a Bradley baseball pitcher from 2015-2019, was one of the three killed in the Lincoln plane crash on Tuesday. Baseball head
coach Elvis Dominguez called Janssen “a great one.”
photo by Kayla Johnson
BY RONAN KHALSA &
ANTHONY LANDAHL
Sports Editor &
Managing Editor
Illinois State Police confirmed
on Wednesday that Bradley baseball
alumnus Mitch Janssen, 22 of
Princeville, was among the three killed
in a plane crash in Lincoln, Illinois on
March 3.
According to the state police,
Janssen was the pilot of the singleengine Cessna 172 airplane that
crashed into the southbound lanes of
Interstate 55 near I-155 and Illinois
Routes 10 and 121. Matthew Hanson,
33 of Pulaski, Wisconsin, and Kevin
Chapman, 30 of Urbana, all perished
in the crash.
Janssen graduated from Bradley in
May of 2019 with a degree in family
consumer science. He played on the
Bradley baseball team from 2016 to
2019 as a right-handed pitcher.
“We lost a great one. Not a good
one, but a great one,” Bradley baseball
head coach Elvis Dominguez said on
Wednesday afternoon. “In all my 33
years of coaching, I can tell you that
he’s at the top. He was one of the most

selfless individuals I’ve ever had the
honor of coaching.”
Janssen earned his pilot’s license
as a 17-year-old and was the youngest
person in the world certified to fly
the Embraer Phenom 100 multi-engine
jet. He flew commercial aircraft for
Air Wisconsin Airlines, a regional
career for United Airlines, worked as
a charter pilot part-time and served
as a flight instructor at Synergy Flight
Center and Byerly Aviation, according
to his Facebook account. In 2018 he
purchased his own personal airplane.
At Princeville High School, Janssen
was a four-year letterman in baseball,
basketball and football. He was a
three-time McDonald’s all-star as a
two way player in baseball. Janssen
was named to the All-Missouri Valley
Conference 2nd team in 2019 and
was one of the “Collegiate Baseball
Newspaper Players of the Week” in the
2018 conference season.
Dominguez said Janssen stood out
in recruiting because of his passion for
athletics and his selflessness.
“He was everything that a coach
would want in an athlete, everything
a parent would want in a son, and
somebody I wanted to represent my

program,” Dominguez said. “I did
everything I could possibly do to try
to get him here.”
Janssen arrived on campus in
the fall of 2015 along with other
baseball players from the Peoria area
who played on the Central Illinois
Outlaws, a summer league team, all
of whom have been key parts of the
Braves’ recent success. Having that
core of seven players was special to
Dominguez.
“He was such a good friend and
brought so many different people
together, like he brought so many
different friend groups together just
because of how outgoing he was and
open … there was never really a dull
moment with him,” said Luke Mangieri,
Janssen’s roommate for three years at
Bradley.
Mangieri, a current position player
in the Pittsburgh Pirates organization,
teamed with Janssen the summer of
their high school sophomore year up
until Mangieri was drafted following
their junior seasons with the Braves.
Cole Cook, a friend of Janssen since
their freshman year in high school,
said that Janssen had the ability to
foster connections and friendships.

“He could have a party and invite
people from his hometown, and
have baseball guys over at the same
time and everything seemed normal
because Mitch was the guy that glued
everyone together,” said Cook, a lefthanded pitcher who graduated from
Bradley in 2019.
Janssen was mainly a starting
pitcher at Bradley and helped the team
to back-to-back 30-win seasons in 2018
and 2019. He was awarded the Mike
Dunne Award as the best pitcher on
the Braves in the 2019 season and
finished his senior season with a 2.06
earned run average, the third-lowest
for a Brave since 1974. He also led the
Missouri Valley Conference in ERA,
batting average against (.199).
Andy Shadid, a four-year starting
center fielder for the Braves who
graduated last May, knew Janssen
from the age of 15 and said he made
everyone he knew a better person.

see JANSSEN
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Parking in neighborhoods surrounding the campus
The city of Peoria would like to remind campus drivers to follow parking restrictions in the neighborhoods surrounding
the campus. A vehicle will be fined if parked in Arbor District, Barker Street or Uplands without a valid permit. To
learn more about parking restrictions and to purchase a permit, go to http://peoriagov.org/public-works/public-worksparking/.
Open mic night
Brave Sounds Entertainment will host its second open mic night at 8 p.m. on Wednesday, March 11 at Lydia’s Lounge in
University Hall. Attendees can perform or simply join Bradley’s student-run record label in a night of music, poetry and
more. For more information contact Brave Sounds at bravesounds.ent@gmail.com.
Paint with Bob Ross
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship will be hosting a Paint with Bob Ross at 2:30 p.m. this Sunday in the Garrett Center.
The event costs $5 to participate. Contact bradleyivcf@gmail.com for more information.
IHSA basketball championships
The IHSA March Madness Experience will take place at the Peoria Civic Center from 5:30 to 8:30 p.m. on March 12, from
10 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. on March 13 and from 10 a.m. to 6:30 p.m. on March 14. Admission is free with a game ticket or $2
without a ticket. For more information, visit www.ihsa.org.
Peoria Bowl for Kids’ Sake
Peoria Bowl for Kids’ Sake, hosted by Heart of Illinois Big Brothers Big Sisters, will take place from 2 to 6:30 p.m. on
March 14 at Landmark Recreation. Register as a team or as an individual. Each bowler has to raise a minimum of $100
and then can come out to bowl. For more information, contact Big Brothers Big Sisters at 309-637-1771.

POLICE REPORTS
• BUPD was called to Olin Hall at approximately 8 a.m.
on Feb. 27 after a space heater caught fire at an outdoor
event. A student put out the fire with a fire extinguisher
while the officer turned off the propane-tank attachment.
No injuries were reported.
• Police were called to the Duryea Parking Deck at
approximately 12 a.m. on Feb. 29 after a group of males
tried to kick a safety cruiser vehicle. While in the parking
deck, police located a different group, one of whom was
carrying the arm of the visitor’s parking lot gate. The male
said someone else had broken the gate and he had picked
it up.
• At approximately 12 a.m. on Feb. 29, police were
dispatched to University Hall after a female was heard
shouting that one of three male juveniles nearby had
dropped a gun. A male on site reported that the female
was intoxicated and that the juvenile had actually dropped
airpods. The female and the juvenile could not be located.
• A male student was seen urinating into a trash can in
Williams Hall at approximately 3 a.m. on Feb. 29. The
male was located by BUPD and admitted that he had been
consuming alcohol.

BECC elevators repaired
BY VERONICA BLASCOE
Copy Editor
The north elevator in the Business
and Engineering Convergence Center
has stalled five times since the
building opened in October, trapping
a total of 14 people inside. No injuries
have been reported.
The most recent occurrence took
place on Feb. 17 while contractors
were on campus, allowing them to
examine the issue.
Elevator maintenance at Bradley
is handled by the contractor Kone,
a company that maintains state
certifications. Kone was called after
all five incidents occurred.
They identified that the elevator’s
rails needed more oil. The lack of

oil caused the dry rails to “chatter,”
creating a vibration that caused the
elevator to shut down as a safety
response. Kone technicians also
adjusted the doors and settings of the
elevator, which have now hopefully
been repaired.
The procedure when an elevator
traps someone on campus is simple.
The person pushes a button,
which calls Bradley’s Central
Communications Center located in
McMillan Hall. The communications
center contacts campus operating
engineers, the police department and
the fire department, in that order,
according to Jayne Dant, Bradley’s
Interim General Services Supervisor.
“[The calls are] just so we have
everybody on site, depending on

what the level of response is going to
need to be,” Dant said.
Larry Christensen, the Assistant
Director of the Elevator Safety Office
of the Fire Marshal, said that it is not
uncommon for a newer, high-volume

elevator to have problems.
Director of Facilities Larry
McGuire said that though the facility
is new, he doesn’t want to minimize
the issue.
“It’s five times too many,”

McGuire said. “But I would call it a…
fine-tuning issue, because it’s a new
elevator service, and we’ve got to get
it right.”
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Boylorn talks representation of black women
in ethnography and reality television
BY ANGELINE SCHMELZER
Assistant News Editor
From growing up in Sweetwater,
North
Carolina
to
writing
“Sweetwater:
Black
Women
and Narratives of Resilience” to
researching representations of black
women in reality TV shows, Robin
Boylorn had a chance to deliver her
perspective to Bradley students this
week.
Boylorn, a professor at the
University of Alabama, is a critical
ethnographer and self-described
“crunk” feminist. She visited Bradley
on Tuesday, her timing coinciding
with the beginning of women’s
history month and the end of Black
History Month, to give two lectures.
The first lecture was cohosted by
the women and gender studies and
communication departments, and
covered “Sweetwater,” which was
read by classes within both programs.
“My work, ‘Sweetwater’ included,
is just committed to giving voice to
marginalized experiences, helping us
have conversations about difficult,
taboo topics, me being willing to be
as transparent as possible about my
own experiences in an effort to get
other people to open up about theirs,”
Boylorn said.
“Sweetwater,” originated as
a dissertation project and came
together over several years. The
first part was an ethnography about
Boylorn’s hometown of Sweetwater
and the women living in it. The
second half was an autoethnographic
parallel narrative, Boylorn’s own

account of her life and family.
“In ‘Sweetwater,’ I wanted to
privilege the voices and experiences
of the women I interviewed, so the
first half of the book features their
stories and the themes that emerge
from them,” Boylorn said. “The
second half of the book is my story,
but it was limited to my version of
the themes that emerged from their
stories.”
Going back to Sweetwater after
living in Florida for school posed
some challenges for the ethnographer.
“I think that the biggest challenge
was related to my role as an
insider-outsider, like my role as a
family member and member of the
community, but also as a researcher,
someone who no longer lived fulltime in the community,” Boylorn said.
Boylorn was also challenged to
overcome the response she received
from her mother during the beginning
stages of the dissertation. She said
her mother seemed hurt when seeing
her trauma in written form.
“I wanted to figure out a way to
humanize their experiences and to
create stories that would resonate
with others,” Boylorn said. “Whether
they were black women from the
rural South or not.”
Ashley Sasso, a senior sports
communication major, said she
is unfamiliar with these kinds
of experiences, but thought
“Sweetwater” was a good read.
“It’s really eye-opening to read
about from personal perspectives
about living as a black woman

Tony Adams, chairperson for
the department of communication,
has known Boylorn for 17 years
and thinks of her as a leader in
communication of personal narratives
and discussions about identity.
“I loved having somebody across
the span of three hours demonstrate
two very different research projects,”
Adams said. “I loved the contrast of
these projects and it should show
the various things communication
professors do and what they write
about.”
After they earned their Ph.Ds.
from the University of South
Florida, Adams went to Chicago
while Boylorn went to Alabama.
They still continue to work
together on projects
about race, identity and
sexuality.
“Black women want
to see representation
of themselves and I do
believe they want to
see positive, negative,
c o m p l i c a t e d ,”
Boylorn said. “They
want to see
those nuanced

representations, but we don’t always
get that opportunity.”
Boylorn suggested that in order
for this to occur, black women that
are in positions to be creators, create
platforms where these stories can
be told. She said they can’t expect
networks like Bravo and VH1 to do
it because they are making too much
money on negative representations.
“It honestly will be up to black
women to do it,” Boylorn said. “That
would be an additional thing on their
ongoing list of things to save the
world.”

Professor and ethnographer Robin Boylorn visits campus to discuss her
book and research in two different lectures. photo by Anthony Landahl

Study abroad update

JANSSEN
continued from page A1
“Every time he stepped on the
mound you knew he was in the zone
and knowing that he was confident
and composed, made everyone else
confident and composed,” Shadid said.
Cook said that Janssen had an
infectious personality and was someone
people wanted to be around. He
considered him a brother, especially
after spending every day of the summer
before their junior season doing a
throwing program together.
“Mitch was basically the life of the
party. He was always so full of energy
and truly lived life to the fullest,” Cook
said.
Dominguez said that losing a player
is like losing a relative.
“You can’t learn this in a book, you
can’t learn this in a class, but when you
get so attached to these guys it really
is a tough thing to let go,” Dominguez
said. “We never shake hands, we always
hug, that’s just my rule, because it’s a
family.”
Following the season, Janssen had
the opportunity to play professionally
but decided to forgo it to pursue his
true passion of flying. Cook said that it
was something he wanted to do from a
young age.
Dominguez said that he would like
to honor Janssen in a commemorative
fashion, but he hasn’t decided how to

in a small town like Sweetwater,”
Sasso said. “It’s really eye-opening
for someone who won’t know that
experience, even though you still
can’t exactly relate to it.”
Her second lecture Tuesday
evening
covered
“ratchet
respectability,” her research on
representations of black women in
reality television.
Boylorn coined the term “ratchet
respectability” and defines it as “a
form of resistance wherein black
women simultaneously challenge and
accept stereotypic characterizations
of race, gender and class.”
She also talked about the tropes
of black women in love that are
portrayed in these shows. These
tropes include the gold digger,
independent, jezebel, wifey, side
chick and settler.
The shows analyzed included
“Flavor of Love,” “Love and HipHop,” “Basketball Wives” and “Real
Housewives of Atlanta.” The first
black bachelorette, Rachel Lindsay, in
2017 was also a topic of conversation.
Latrice Cook, a senior psychology
major, said it was important for
the lecture to be held on Bradley’s
campus because issues with diversity
and stereotypes still exist here.
“By different people speaking, we
realize … that everybody comes in
different shades and you shouldn’t
base your expectations off of how
African American women are
perceived in reality TV, or even in
media, because everybody put their
spin and twist,” Cook said.

CDC upgrades Italy’s coronavirus warning
BY HALEY JOHNSON
News Editor
photo via Bradley athletics
The Bradley baseball team carved
Janssen’s jersey number into the
pitcher’s mound at Dozer Park.
yet. He will let his club of 32 players
and the many alumni decide the best
way to do so.
The team decided to cancel its three
game series with Kentucky for this
weekend so that the team can attend
Janssen’s memorial service.
“I think the world and the people he
touched are better because of meeting
him,” Cook said. “Everything he did, he
did with a passion and no regret.”
Additionally, Janssen left life lessons
for others to follow.
“He taught me how to accept
everyone for who they are and taught
me to live life to the fullest,” Shadid
said. “He helped shape me into the man
I am today, and I think a lot of people
can say the same thing for themselves
… I’m grateful to have been his brother
for the last eight years.”

The Center for Disease Control
and Prevention upgraded Italy’s
warning to Level 3, the highest
possible, on Saturday, as the global
epidemic of coronavirus continues
to threaten study abroad programs.
While the university stayed
neutral in students’ decisions to stay
or leave Italy last week, they’ve
since changed their message in
response to the upgrade.
“The programs are making
decisions on whether or not they’ll
shut down, but our message is to
recommend they return,” said vice
president for student affairs Nathan
Thomas.
If students decide to return to
the United States, the university
is advising they follow the CDC’s
recommendation to self-quarantine
for 14 days.
While some programs have
been cancelled, others, particularly
in Italy, are offering students the
option to continue their courses
online from home.

“Yeah, I’m so sad,” said sophomore
management and leadership major
Jenna Carnazzola. “I have to leave
and I’ve only been here five weeks
when I was supposed to be here four
months.”
As of today, the university has
not made any formal decisions
regarding upcoming short-term
study abroad programs this spring,
one of which is planned for Italy.
“At some point, we will have to
make decisions on those programs,
which will happen mid-May-ish,”
Thomas said.
So far, the study abroad office has
contacted May-term students saying
they’re watching the situation.
Junior public relations major Emma
Knaup is planning to study in Rome.
“I’m still hopeful that the trip
will happen, but the severity of the
situation in Italy has been rapidly
evolving which leaves me very
unsure,” Knaup said.
The university has also been
working on communicating to
concerned students on campus.
On Friday, the university sent out

an email to all students, faculty
and staff addressing the outbreak
to inform them about resources
available.
“First and foremost, there are
no cases of the virus in Central
Illinois and no suspected cases of
the virus on Bradley’s campus,” the
email said. “We are not canceling or
delaying any classes at this time.”
According to Thomas, the
university is working to prepare
communication with students
regarding spring break and traveling.
“This is very much an evolving
situation across the country
and across the globe, so we’re
paying close attention to CDC
recommendations … It’s a little bit
premature what that communication
to students is going to be, but we’re
paying attention,” Thomas said. “We
know we owe our students that
piece of communication as that time
arises.”
For the university’s updated
recommendations and information
on the outbreak, visit https://
bradley.edu/conoravirus.
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Hope, love and support for
children affected by a parent’s cancer

BY SYDNI ADAMS
Contributor
When talking about cancer, people
think of those suffering directly, but
the burden of the disease also falls on
their family.
Camp Kesem is national nonprofit
with the goal of sending kids impacted
by a parent’s cancer to summer camp.
This is the third year of Camp
Kesem at Bradley. The organization
developed the camp in conjunction
with Northern Illinois University’s
chapter. It creates fundraisers and
events like making blankets for the
families of campers or “Friends and
Family Day,” where prospective
campers can meet the people
responsible for putting everything
together.
The recruitment of campers is
the ultimate goal of Bradley’s Kesem
chapter.
Senior mechanical engineering
major Kyler Bash, a counselor last
summer, emphasized the role of the
kids in everything that the group
does.
“Knowing that I’m making a
difference in the kids’ lives, whether
I’m there in person or fundraising
away from them,” Bash said.
For counselors, there are a lot
of varied roles, all responsible in

reaching out to every child.
“My main role was getting the
kids involved and excited for things,”
Bash said. “I got them all
dancing during the parties, and
got them excited and up and moving.”
Nathan Gedvilas, junior marketing
major, is one of the directors at
Bradley’s student chapter. He
emphasized dedication, endurance
and compassion as important
qualities in someone who wants to
make an impact on the kids’ lives at
Camp Kesem.
“You don’t have to be a high
energy person,” Gedvilas said.
Senior
psychology
major
Cameron Schumacher said that her
role was making sure everyone was
safe, accounted for, having fun and
being that support system if need be.
Her favorite part about camp was
the growth she witnessed throughout
the week in the kids.
“Having a shy camper go from
quiet and reserved on the first day to
performing a song at the talent show
is the best,” Schumacher said.
Outside of camp, Bradley’s chapter
is open to general body members,
who are essential in helping to raise
the funds necessary for providing
camp. General body members meet
once a month and put in more time
as they are able to contribute to

Camp Kesem offers free summer camps for children who have been impacted by a parent’s cancer.
photo by Sydni Adams
fundraisers and group events.
“It’s just a very fun-loving and
exciting group to be around,” Gedvilas
said.
Above all else, Camp Kesem
insists on “Kesem Love,” which is
about creating a family and, through
that family, bringing love to the kids.

“It’s about providing a second
family [for them] ... Whatever
situation they have, this isn’t the end.
It’s going to get better,” Bash said.
Camp Kesem’s applications
for counselors are currently open
through Sunday, March 8. Anyone
interested in joining is encouraged

to attend the upcoming meeting on
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in the Wyckoff
Room of the library. For any questions
about the group or for a request
of the counselor application, email
bradley.volunteer@campkesem.org.

SAE gets instruction on
handling competitions

ACCESSIBILITY
continued from page A1
“These two over here, for
example, actually have a wing
wall, so there would only be one
door required in order to minimize
the sight from the corridor,” Green
said, while pointing at the west
restrooms on the first floor.
Green said that the double
doored design is acceptable under
the Americans with Disabilities
Act (ADA) code requirements.
“After reviewing some of the
concerns about the double doors
we went through, we looked at a
couple of different things, and I
actually worked with our architect
on this because they have the
responsibility to ensure that all
of our codes are met, including
ADA,” Green said.
According to Brian Joschko,
chief of Bradley police, the
corridor doors mainly serve as
fire partition doors, some with
the dual intents to also serve as
security doors with ID access
controls for the office areas.
All corridor doors are equipped
with magnetic holds to keep them
open or release to close shut.
Doors with security purposes
were originally programmed to
shut and are armed overnight
between 10 p.m. to 7 a.m. and
during the weekend.
According to Joschko, BUPD
has stopped on closing these
corridor doors after hours since
Tuesday as the control mechanisms
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are not fully in place yet.
As fire doors and marked exits,
most of the corridor doors can
open from both sides and cannot
be permanently locked. But once
the doors are closed and armed
with alert after hours, visitors will
need scan their IDs before pushing
open the door to avoid activation
of the alert.
“These doors act to secure [the
office area]. You’ll have to tap [ID]
in order to avoid an alarm being
sounded,” Green said. “However, if
this building goes into a fire alarm
mode, these doors release, it’s no
longer a delayed egress to get
through them … And when I say
locked, it cannot be permanently
locked, it’s a delayed [open] …
so you push that after hours, it’s
going to alarm, but it will allow
you to proceed through.”
According to Green, the
university adjusted the restroom
doors in the building two
weeks ago to meet the ADA’s
recommendations for doors to be
less than five pounds of force to
push or pull open and to close in
no faster than five seconds.
“We actually have gone
through the entire building and
made [those] adjustments,” Green
said.
One student, who asked to
go unnamed, said she has been
experiencing temporary mobility
challenges since the beginning

of this semester and described
her issues with accessing some
parts of the building, including
the restrooms. She also confirmed
that the university did make
special adjustments to make her
experience a little bit better and
for other students who may face
similar challenges.
“A student may experience
a mobility issue on mobility
disability, it doesn’t mean it
impacts them the same way it
impacts another person,” said
Elizabeth Gorman, director of
Student Access Services. “I’m
going to use the example of a
person utilizing a wheelchair. So,
according to that, are the doors
are wide enough? Is there enough
room for person to be able to
turn?”
According to Gorman, the
office of student access services
helps over 300 students on average
for both long-term or short-term
accommodations. Within this
number, there are about seven
to eight students who experience
physical challenges.
“For these seven to eight
students, it’s everything to them,”
Gorman said. “A lot of people don’t
think about that, like you can’t
reach a button or independently
take yourself to the bathroom.”

BY VALERIE VASCONEZ
News Reporter
A speaker event Wednesday put
the “engine” in engineers.
The Bradley chapter of Student
Automobile Engineers (SAE) hosted
a lecture, where those participating
learned about the skills needed both to
get along with peers and to build cars.
Michael and Suzanne Royce have
been working for Formula SAE,
the organization’s student design
competition, since the 1980s. Michael
led the lecture by covering topics
such as design, teamwork and project
management.
“He’s here to share his knowledge,”
Dylan Konop, president and founder of
the chapter and freshman engineering
major, said.
Michael has spent over 40 years
in the industry himself, starting
off as a truck engineer, to project
management, to helping Chrysler with
projects in Italy and much more before
retiring. With Suzanne, he joked they
have over 100 years of experience.
As Michael and Suzanne’s roles
have varied, they tell students what
they look for in both teams and
vehicles as tech inspectors to rulewriters.
The main topics helped with the
bigger challenges that the Bradley
chapter could face.
“The presentation was based
upon what is required for Formula
SAE, but they also apply to other
SAE [competitions],” Michael said.

“Competitions like Baja, Clean
Snowmobile, aero design and such.”
The lecture put a strong
emphasis on working together and
communicating when it comes to
working as a team. It also covered how
roles may differ when there’s varying
sizes of teams and provided resources
to students.
Competitions are aimed to prepare
students for field work that might not
be easily taught in a classroom. Michel
said that this can range from conflict
resolution, project management
or working with time and budget
restraints.
Michael said that the skills students
are taught through the event are
desired by employers.
SAE is a professional and
international automotive organization,
but includes engineers of other
industries. The chapter has been on
campus for around five months and are
looking to extend their membership.
While plenty of engineers have
joined, they’re looking for students of
other backgrounds as well.
“We need marketing people,
communication people and we need
business people,” said club adviser
Benjamin Treichel, lab manager at
Bradley.
Konop hoped to have more chances
to invite speakers on campus to keep
members excited about learning about
the field and competition.
Students interested in joining SAE
can contact club president Dylan
Konop at dkonop@mail.bradley.edu.
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Not your typical
fight club

Letter to the Editor
Letter to the Editor & Open Letter to the Board of Trustees and Adminstration:
Three to four years ago, BU
began a “salary-equity-initiative”
targeted at closing faculty pay
gaps against peer institutions and
comparative faculty positions.
The salary initiative was long
overdue, desperately required,
adequately vetted and approved
by the administration and the
Board, and was announced as
a three-year program. It was
a promise with dollar values
assigned. Targeted faculty have
been underpaid for decades with
real implications for quality
of life, family wellness and
retirement planning. The fruits
of the promise were calculated
into long-range planning and
raised faculty member hopes
and dreams. Such promises are
made to be kept, not broken when
convenient.
Instead of keeping its word,
Bradley’s administration has now
broken the initiative’s promises
three times. Over the past two
years a three-year program was
stretched to five years. These
restructurings diluted the value
of the adjustment.
This year’s announcement of
no pay raises and the apparent
curtailing of what would’ve
been the last two years of the

initiative, stand as stark evidence
of the administration’s lack of
commitment to high-quality
faculty. The promise is now fully
broken. If their words are to be
trusted, institutions must stand
by their promises.
In an interview last fall, BU
President Gary Roberts noted, “I
think there could well come a day
when schools like Bradley will
decide that having intercollegiate
athletics is not worth it” [Shelly,
WGLT.org, 11-6-19].
One has to wonder if running
an annual athletic department
deficit of $4-8 million while
cutting Physics, Theatre Arts
and 3/5s of FCS qualifies as that
day? Which sounds more like an
institution of higher education:
“the Bradley Brand is Basketball”
or “the Bradley Brand is Physics
(or Theatre or FCS)”?
From what ethical stance
can we close academic majors/
departments and break long-term
promises to valued faculty while
refusing to put the $17M-annual
athletic budget under full review?
At the very least, the Board of
Trustees should indemnify the
real and expected losses in
athletics with money from the
endowment or their personal

fund-raising efforts. Why does
the academic side always suffer
the consequences of athletic
department losses?
In 35 years, I’ve never seen
a shred of specific evidence that
the $4-8 million “subsidy” (losses)
is/are justified. Game attendance
doesn’t warrant the losses.
Demand on the part of students,
either present or future, does
not warrant the “investment”
(losses). I did not see a single
item on the data report from Grey
& Associates indicating future
students search for/select Bradley
based on its athletics. Such a
result weighed heavily against
academic programs.
Bradley needs to re-examine
its priorities. The Board of
Trustees needs to emerge from
its secret, out-of-touch, lair-indarkness and engage with faculty
and students instead of only
listening to their “administrationbased-whisperers.”
The least the University
can do is keep its promises and
dedicate itself to standing tall and
competing as a comprehensive
University rather than reverting
to Bradley Polytechnic Institute
(with really good basketball
teams).

BY CONOR MCENTEE
Copy Editor
A new type of club that involves
punching, kicking and other forms
of combat is coming to Bradley
University. No, this is not Fight Club
with Brad Pitt, but the Fighting Game
Club, in which video-game lovers
battle for victory.
The Fighting Game Club was
recently approved by the Student
Activities Office and will be sending
out more information about meeting
times and schedules in the future.
The club has an idea about how
they want to conduct each meeting,
incorporating lessons and engaging
fighting games.
Jakub Budzik, a junior advertising
major and vice president of the
Fighting Game Club, was surprised by
the response from students about their
interest when he sent out a survey to
gauge campus interest.
Budzik expected to have roughly
10-15 responses from the survey, but
found that 44 had been recorded.
“We decided, especially, with the
new games coming out this year in the
market, especially towards the fighting
game community, there has been a lot
more people who are interested in
[games] like ‘Street Fighter,’ ‘Under
Night In-Birth’ and ‘Tekken,’” Budzik
said.
Some of the fighting games include
‘Street Fighter 5,’ ‘Tekken 7’ and

Edward Lee Lamoureux, Ph.D.
Professor
Department of Communication, Department of Interactive Media

‘Dragonball FighterZ.’ More fighting
games will be included as time goes
on, according to Budzik.
Budzik said he wants the club to
function as an introduction to fighting
games, which he acknowledges can be
intimidating.
“There is a lot of technicalities and
terms of the competitive nature and
casual nature a lot of stuff [can] cause
a lot of stigma,” Budzik said. “We know
that fighting games in terms of a lot
of different places and organizations
is more so competitive in nature, but
… we want to take a little bit of a
different approach to it.”
Jacob Roy, president of Fighting
Game Club, said that a major part
of the club is assisting others into
the new community. Roy wants to
ensure that all players at all skill
levels have a chance to grow as they
become acclimated with the club,
incorporating lessons and guidance
when needed.
“The fighting game community as a
whole thrives not only because of the
passion the players have for the games,
but because of the relationships that
are built in the process,” Roy, a junior
management and leadership major,
said. “We are looking to accomplish
the same thing with the club; create
enduring relationships that will keep
our local community of players tightknit and unbreakable.”

New national
chain feels local
BY RYAN CORNER
Contributor
The Original Pancake House
provides specialty pancakes with
hometown service. Located at the
Shoppes at Grand Prairie, it has been
open for roughly three months.
The Original Pancake House is a
national chain but every location has
slight differences in their menu. At the
Peoria location, at 7425 North Grand
Prairie Drive, offer their own biscuits
and gravy.
“People here live and die by their
biscuits and gravy. Ours is really a
good biscuits and gravy, soft and
creamy,” the Original Pancake House
operating partner, Tom Poole said.
In addition, their biscuits and gravy
come with three pancakes all for $7.75.
The house specials are apple pancakes
and the Dutch Baby. The Dutch Baby
uses lemon and powdered sugar and
intentionally has no syrup.
While it has a variety of pancakes,
the business also changes them yearround.
“We will do seasonal items,” Poole
said. “In fall we do pumpkin pancakes,
over Christmas time we do cinnamon
roll, we have a new snickerdoodle
pancake coming out in the spring
time.”
“I always get the apple pancakes,
cause they’re the best pancakes
anywhere,” said Zack Warsh, a junior
education major.

So far, they have just focused
on running the restaurant but offer
additional services.
“We do a little bit of catering, but
we would like to do more,” Poole said.
When it comes to the dining
experience within the Original Pancake
House, their emphasis is on service.
“[The Original Pancake House]
believes in three great things, if we
take great care of the customer, great
care of each other, great care of the
restaurant how can we fail?” Poole
said.
Their owner in Peoria tries to make
every aspect of the dining experience
great. He can do this because he
understands every aspect of the
business.
“I started off as a dishwasher when
I was 16 years old,” Poole said. “I’ve
done just about everything you can in
this business, busting tables, washing
dishes, cooking, waiting tables and
bartending.”
Everything
from
greetings,
manners and clearing your table right
away after you leave. They make sure
you are taken care of, and then make
sure there is a clean slate for the next
customer.
“[Best time to come in] through the
week, earlier or later in the day. Come
after one a clock or come before eight,”
Poole said.
They are also still new and are
looking for more employees, and Poole
encourages college students to apply.
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History’s about to be overthrown:
‘Six’ the musical
BY CAMERON DINGERSON
Contributor
Thursday, April 23, 2020 is the official cutoff date for
Broadway productions’ eligibility for the Tony Award. As
that date quickly approaches, the list of contenders, which
has been rather small for musical theatre, is substantially
growing in size.
One of these new contenders is an original show that
was transferred from the West End: “Six.” It is set to open at
the Brooks Atkinson Theatre on March 12, 2020.
The original musical, written by two Cambridge
University students, Toby Marlow and Lucy Moss, is
presented in the style of a pop concert. Throughout, each of
the six wives of King Henry VIII take turns recounting their
stories, competing to be the group’s lead singer. Within
each song, the singers use anachronistic language and
contemporary slang.
The show begins with a song called “Ex-Wives” where
the six singers claim, “all you ever read about is our ex
and the way it ended.” Then, after each of the six wives
introduce themselves, the singers collectively inform the
audience they will tell their stories and “history’s about to
be overthrown.”
First up is Catherine of Aragon, who Henry VIII divorced
after 24 years. Her story comes in the form of the song, “No
Way,” in which she vehemently says that she will refuse to
leave her position as queen.
Anne Boleyn is the next singer who
recounts her story in, “Don’t Lose Ur
Head.” In this song she tells the
audience how Henry lusted
for her while still married
to Catherine of Aragon, and
how she was, allegedly,
the sole reason why

Henry founded the Church of England. After the song ends,
she argues that she should win the competition since she
was charged with adultery, incest and treason by the king
and was subsequently beheaded.
Henry’s third wife, Jane Seymour, then takes the stage
to sing “Heart of Stone.” In the song, she recounts how she
was allegedly the only one the king ever loved. Given that
allegation, her song is arguably the most heartfelt on the
cast album. However, after giving birth to Henry’s male
heir, she dies.
Next comes Anne of Cleves, who sings her story in “Get
Down.” After the death of Jane Seymour, Henry is told to
form an alliance with William, Duke of Cleves, so he must
marry one of three eligible women from Cleves. After seeing
her picture, Henry selects Anne; however, he claims Anne
didn’t look like she did in the picture and had the marriage
nullified after six months.
Katherine Howard is Henry’s fifth wife and tells her story
in “All You Wanna Do.” She recounts all the men, including
Francis Dereham, who allegedly abused her before she met
Henry VIII. Then, she ends by telling the audience how she
was beheaded after committing adultery with one of the
king’s distant cousins.
Finally, Catherine Parr sings, “I Don’t Need Your Love,”
in which she states how she outlived the king and tells of all
the accomplishments she made after Henry’s death.
Overall, the musical is incredibly well-written and the
cast recording on Spotify includes the talents of Natalie
Paris as Jane Seymour and Renee Lamb as Catherine
of Aragon. Headed into Tony
Awards, it will be interesting to
see if “Six” can
pick up as many
nominations as it
has queens.

The North Remembers, And So Do Fans
BY BLAKE MCBRIDE
Assistant Voice Editor
With more than 17.8 million viewers at the time it aired
its final season, it’s no secret that “Game of Thrones” has
been one of the most influential cultural phenomena in the
past decade. This is made no secret by fans of the show, as
they flaunt their Stark banners, order goat-horn ale cups
online, and dress up like Daenerys Targaryen to appear in
TikTok videos.
Following suit with this passionate display of love for
the show came an arguably greater passionate display of
disapproval for the show’s ending. When “Game of Thrones”
aired an anticlimactic, dark, and unfulfilling conclusion to
an eight-season saga, fans were livid. Many fans turned
their rage to showrunners David Benioff and D. B. Weiss,
creating top-tier memes and even video essays that pointed
criticism at the final season.
In fact, even nine months later, there is still a very active
community that exists solely to never let the past die: r/
freefolk. If you happen to use reddit, you’ve likely come
across this group in the featured tab at least once or twice.
The subreddit is home to more than one million users and
remains a very active subreddit.
Every few minutes, a new post is uploaded to the
subreddit that praises or condemns various parts of the
show.The community lives on in spite of the disastrous final
season and the drought of content that followed it. This
continued presence online is indicative of the impact that

the show managed to have on people as a whole.
For disappointed fans of the show, there was still hope
for continuing the Westerosi story in the form of spinoff
series. In fact, “House of the Dragon” will be set roughly 300
years before the time of the original show, and will feature
a deep dive into the history of House Targaryen, one of the
major families featured in the show.
It’s very likely that this promise of new content, coupled
with the continued passion fans seem to have for the
franchise, will be enough to keep online communities such
as r/freefolk going strong for years to come. However, it is
worth some consideration how fans will actually receive
“House of the Dragon”.
Not only did “Game of Thrones” leave some gigantic
shoes to fill, but due to the way it ended, fans have been left
in a rather stand-offish state with the franchise as a whole.
It will be interesting to see whether the current mood of the
fanbase will have any effect on the way in which the new
series will be perceived. People may, inadvertently, bring
their frustrations along with their prejudices into their
viewing of “House of the Dragon”.
The issue can be adequately summarized with one
long-running tagline of “Game of Thrones”: the North
remembers. Fans will not soon forget the disaster of season
eight and given the eclectic and vibrant online community
that persists even today, there’s no telling just yet how
“House of the Dragon” will be received.

Balding: The transience
of male beauty
BY ANTONIO DUCA
Contributor
Looking back to my days of luscious Italian silk curls which
brought me the affectionate nickname “ondas de chocolate” (chocolate
waves) from the girls in my high school Spanish class, I now cannot
help but recall a memory of a possible foreshadowing to the narrative
of this boy’s life. One of the first clubs I used to sing at had this local
stand-up comic. He had an old joke that went like this:
“A man who balds at the temple is a great thinker. A man who
balds at the crown is a great lover. A man who balds in both thinks
he’s a great lover!” *insert sitcom laugh track*
There are multivitamins, diet adjustments, scalp massages, bottled
fibers, oils, minoxidil, finasteride, low-level laser therapy, transplants,
extractions, platelet-rich plasma injections, 3D printing and wigs.
These are some of the great lengths the male cosmetic industry has
gone to preserve our identity. We’re talking $4.8 billion in length.
Beyond the numbers, there’s a pressure many men have been learning
to manage for centuries.
Many of the magazine model celebrities we idolize are not immune
to this dilemma as many leading men currently sport hairpieces and
have recieved transplants. Buddies have approached me with their
own experiences. With body dysmorphia magnified by the permeating
influence of pop culture, it can be rough. The bottom line: losing
something that, at face value, is a signifier of youth, health and vitality
can cut deep wounds in one’s self-esteem.
Hair loss is a universal problem affecting both men and women.
One of the most common types is called androgenetic alopecia, also
known as male pattern baldness. The reason it occurs is that follicles
become sensitive to a hormone on the scalp called dihydrotestosterone
(DHT).
It binds to follicles and shrinks them, so they no longer produce
hair. According to http://www.menspharmacy.co.uk, by 20 years old,
approximately 20 percent of people have at least some visible hair loss.
By 30, 25 percent of people have visible hair loss, and by 50, 50 percent
of people have at least some noticeable hair loss.
Hormonal changes, autoimmune diseases, thyroid disorders, poor
sleep, substance abuse and especially stress often cause hair loss in
young men and women.
Unanticipated life events can bring about anxiety, depression,
excessive junk food consumption, insomnia, cigarettes, binge drinking
and mary jane. All of these translate into hair problems. Chronic
stress pushes hair follicles into premature shedding. Spikes in sugar
consumption (an inflammatory substance) dries out hair. A lack of
sleep will deteriorate your body. Excessive drinking depletes your
body of essential minerals. Smoking constricts blood vessels, which
are needed to deliver nutrient to hair follicles. And the jury is still out
on THC in marijuana.
College can often amplify these vices, which is why it is best to be
cognizant of the repercussions. Our twenties are a crucial age in which
we must hold our health as paramount. Regardless, fellas, I am still an
advocate for work hard, play hard.
For the time being, some of us will be rocking a buzz cut. There is
seemingly an unspoken camaraderie every time two bald men run into
each other at the gym or on a college campus and lock eyes. There’s
that head nod, a smile and the instant bond.
It would seem that men lacking the whipped cream to top off their
head have to try a little harder out there. Comedian Larry David said
it the best:
“Have a conversation with a bald man some time. Go ahead. Do
yourself a favor. Tell me you don’t walk away impressed. That your
day was not made a little richer by virtue of the fact that you were in
Bald’s presence.”
Stay strong, boys!
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‘The Slow Rush’ continues the
sonic legacy of Tame Impala
BY HOLDEN KELLOG
Contributor
The five-year wait is up for fans of Kevin Parker’s
psych-pop outfit Tame Impala, “The Slow Rush,”
serves as the brilliant continuation of the colorful pop
aesthetics found in their previous album, “Currents.”
The new album explores lyrical themes and sonic
territories, settling in a softer, more introspective body
of work. The album was teased last year with the release
of two singles, “Borderline” and “Patience” which were
both played on Saturday Night Live after their release,
receiving praise from both fans and critics. While the
single “Patience” was omitted from the final product,
“Borderline” underwent a serious update upon the
release of “The Slow Rush.”
Kevin Parker’s musical vision continues to impress
in “The Slow Rush,” with colorful instrumentals
supporting layered, cascading vocals that create a
dream-like atmosphere for the listener. Parker also
mixes genres, bringing in disco, R&B, electronica
and house influences within songs like the album
opener “One More Year” and “Breathe Deeper.” Parker
even reaches back into the realm of Tame Impala’s
sophomore album, “Lonerism,” with the upbeat pace of
“Instant Destiny” and the dynamic energy of the closer
“One More Hour.”
Through the entirety of “The Slow Rush,” Parker
uses the theme of time and the limiting nature of life
as a motif for this record. In Parker’s usual fashion, the
lyrics balance both his positive and negative outlooks
on his subject, making a triumphant call with “Instant
Destiny” and retreating back into the subjects of regret
and overindulgence in “Borderline.” The lyrics still
remain universal, showing that Parker still has the
ability to relate to the listener, even after his break

into the commercial mainstream with the previous
album.
The album features few meandering or repetitive
tracks, besides the album opening track, “One
More Year,” which can feel over-extended in
some sections. This is a minor issue, which is
overshadowed by album highlights, such as
the optimistic “On Track,” the emotional twopart epic “Posthumous Forgiveness,” and the
somber pop single “Patience.”
With “The Slow Rush,” Parker still
demonstrates both his perfectionist vision
of musical craft and lyrical relatability to
the audience, continuing the evolution
of the Tame Impala sound.
The album is balanced between
both upbeat grooves and slower
ballads, representing the tugof-war mentality from the
previous Impala records.
It is clear that Kevin
Parker still has fun with
crafting songs, and
creates an atmosphere
for the listener to get
lost in. To the listener,
“The Slow Rush”
shows no signs of
Parker letting up
on his standards
established
by
preceding albums,
making the fiveyear wait well
worth it.

Taylor Swift takes on ‘The Man’

BY JOSSIE WARD
Voice Reporter
Taylor Swift just debuted her video for “The Man” on YouTube,
and to say it is a statement is, well, an understatement. The video
addresses the mistreatment of women in business, the music
industry and life in general.
Over the course of the video, Swift’s Jordan Belfort-esque alter
ego engages in “boss” behavior, and the beginning of the music
video parallels the many scenes in “The Wolf of Wall Street.” The
cleverly named “Tyler Swift” alter ego appears to be a mogul
without a care in the world. Manspreading, peeing on subway
walls and sexualizing women, ‘the man’ is on top of the world
and all the women around him appear to be mere objects without
any real role in his life.
On the tennis court, Swift pays tribute to Serena Williams in
the 2018 U.S. Open where the tennis player lost her temper with

an umpire and took a stand against sexist behavior in the sport.
After the man throws a similar tantrum, he approaches Taylor
Swift in the director chair. She tells him to try again and asks
“Could you try to be sexier? Even more likable this time?” before
turning and complimenting tik-toker Conan Gray, who was in
the same video and stood there, doing nothing.
The video also contains many “Easter eggs” and hidden
components. For instance, Swift’s dad plays the role of the tennis
umpire in one scene. In another, Swift uses a subway wall to
express her opinion on the Scooter Braun scandal last year.
In this scene, ‘the man’ is seen peeing on a subway wall
adorned with graffiti art spelling “karma” and the title of every
album Swift produced under Big Machines Label Group. The
wall also has an anti-Scooter sign and another that simply says
“MISSING IF FOUND RETURN TO TAYLOR SWIFT.” ‘The man’
signs the wall “The Man” in blue glitter urine.

Swift used this video to not only make a feminist statement,
but also to shed light on the bullying she faced from Braun and
his clients. Braun manages superstars like Ariana Grande, Usher,
Kanye West and Justin Bieber. West and Bieber have both taken
it upon themselves to go after Swift in the past. For example, in
2016, Bieber posted a photo on Instagram of a Facetime screenshot
with Braun and West with the caption “Taylor Swift what up.”
Braun bought Big Machine Label Group and Swift’s entire pre“Lover” repertoire in 2019 right before Swift was set to perform
at the American Music Awards and receive Artist of the Decade.
With Braun’s acquisition of the master recording of Swift’s music,
she will be forced to re-record her best-selling albums.
Whether it is a break up anthem, a party song or a societal
statement, Swift does not disappoint. She always seems to come
out on top. She is “The Man.”
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Classifieds
Classified ads can be submitted to the Scout Office in Sisson
Hall 319 or by calling the Scout office at (309) 677-3067. Please
submit classified ads by 5 p.m. Monday for inclusion in the Friday
issue.
UNIVERSITY PROPERTIES 2020-2021 STUDENT
RENTALS
We have a few properties remaining for groups of 1 to 7
for the next school year, Prices have recently been reduced.
They are located on some of the most desirable streets
surrounding
Bradley’s campus —Barker, Bradley, Cooper, Fredonia,
Main, Rebecca and University.
Check out our website for additional information.
Select June 2020 as the lease start date.
www.rentUPbu.com
–––
Houses for Rent 2020-2021 School Year
2-5 bedroom houses located on Barker, Cooper,
Callender, and Elmwood, all close to campus.
Washer and dryer provided, remodeled bathrooms, new
flooring, maintenance included. Leases starting May/June 2020.
1 year or 1 semester leases available.
Please call or text (309) 472-7386 for info. & showings.
Email: offcampuspeoria@gmail.com
website at www.offcampuspeoria.com.
–––
House for Rent
1019 Elmwood, legally zoned for up to 5 students.
New kitchen cabinets and counter top, new flooring,
new central air conditioning, all freshly painted,
off-street parking, 1⁄2 block from campus,
washer and dryer, lease starts May/June 2020.
Please call or text (309) 472-7386 for info. & showings.
Email: offcampuspeoria@gmail.com
website at www.offcampuspeoria.com
–––
MacBook Pro 2018. 500 GB. 16 GB Ram. Physician-owned.
Barely used. Perfect condition. 1,950 dollars.
Email: haitianhearts@gmail.com.
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The newest building, the Business
and Engineering Convergence Center
is mandated to comply with Americans
with Disabilities Act requirements, and it
has done so. However, new issues with
the design have developed, requiring
the university to take additional steps to
ensure the building’s accessibility.
The ADA mandates that any public
building constructed after 1992 comply
with certain regulations to ensure that
disabled Americans can access the
full scope of services, assistance, and
opportunities as their abled counterparts.
The convergence center has many
double doors throughout the corridors.
Intended as a fire safety measure, with
additional security benefits, the doors have
inconvenienced students with mobility

issues since the building opened this fall.
The doors have no automatic-opening
system, making it difficult for some
students to get through them.
In addition, almost all the bathrooms
in the building have a double-door system.
The location of the bathrooms ensures
that, to access the toilet from anywhere
else in the building, a student would have
to go through both the corridor doors and
the two doors to the bathroom.
Bradley has done its legal duty, but,
as the university itself has acknowledged,
additional steps will need to be taken to
adhere to the spirit rather than the letter
of the law.
Many buildings on campus were
built before the ADA requirements took
effect, ensuring that temporarily and

permanently disabled students cannot
access many facets of student life. The
second floor of the Garrett Center, for
example, is utterly inaccessible to anyone
who cannot use stairs.
We urge the university to make the
planned adjustments to the new building,
and also to seriously consider the
accessibility issues in the other buildings
on campus.
Disabled students may be a minority,
but they are as entitled as any other
student to the experiences and services
Bradley has to offer.
Doors may seem like a small issue,
but they represent a larger problem that
cannot ethically be ignored. The university
cannot “close the door” on this issue.
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Assistant Voice Editor
Last Friday, I attended the Literacy
Around the World (LATW) event hosted
in Westlake Hall. At this event, Bradley
University invited students from Whittier
Elementary School to learn about the
value of diversity and the power of
education. Not only did I get to take
some powerful photos, but this event
was especially meaningful to me because
it was indicative of a dramatic internal

change I’ve made since I came to Bradley.
As a high school student, I would
describe myself as not only ignorant, but
as lacking empathy for others. Coming to
Bradley has exposed me to a wider range
of ideas, cultures and values than ever
before and fundamentally changed the
way I interact with the world.
Being invited to attend LATW and
being involved in helping children learn
the importance of their differences was a
huge milestone for me. Several years ago,
I would have never seen the value in such
things, let alone encourage third-graders
to do so.
As a political science major, I liken
the rationale for the value of differences
to the rationale for true democracy: only
through the vibrant conflict can there be
a healthy democracy that produces the
most universally inclusive society.
The more differences encountered, the
stronger an idea becomes. To this end, we
can all benefit from exploring differences
to better forge our own beliefs.
As students, ignorance should always
be our enemy, and opening ourselves
up to experiencing diversity can be an
enlightening experience.
I believe that in order to derive the
greatest value from life, we have to indulge

in diversity and adversity wherever we
go. Over the past two years, being at
Bradley has broadened my perspective
on so many things, principal among them
is my improved-willingness to pursue
change and differences.
My favorite thing about Bradley is
the opportunities I have to explore an
eclectic student body and see what I can
learn. Listening to opposing views and
participating in events like LATW have
challenged my beliefs and forced me out
of my comfort zone. It took me time to
realize that college didn’t just bring me
out of my shell, it made me outgrow my
shell.
Now, the broken pieces are all that
remain of who I used to be. Adversity has
been the most supportive friend I could
hope to have and forces me to be a better
person.
Change can be scary, but hardly
anything worth doing is ever easy.
Adversity has shaped who I am today,
and I’m proud to be an advocate for
embracing differences. I couldn’t be more
excited to see what this new paradigm
will bring out of the rest of my life and
I’ll continue seeking out new ways to
experience diversity in the future.
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Analysis
Women’s basketball nearly pull it off
Team should play in postseason tournament

BY RONAN KHALSA
Sports Editor
The Bradley women’s basketball
team nearly came back from a
20-point deficit senior day Sunday
versus AP No. 23 Missouri State. After
the 66-69 setback, it will play Missouri
Valley Conference bottom feeders
this week in Indiana. Bradley is one
win away from 22, which would be a
program record.
Bradley beat Indiana State 68-59
and plays Evansville tomorrow at 1
p.m.
The Braves have a great
opportunity ahead of them and can
truly play with anyone. The Braves
lost by three to the Bears and if the
team had collectively shot better than
12-21 from the free throw line they
would have won.
The first home loss in 19 games
also hurt the Braves for their NCAA
Tournament chances, but the ability
to be stout at Renaissance Coliseum
could be pivotal if the Braves are to
host an NIT game.
Bradley will be the No. 3 seed at
the MVC tournament next weekend.
“We let one get away here, that’s
kind of how we feel,” head coach
Andrea Gorski said. “We got to go
take care of business.”
The Braves took care of
business Thursday night in Indiana,
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outrebounding the Sycamores by 12
and will have momentum heading
into Hoops in the Heartland Friday
March 13, assuming they beat winless
Evansville at 1 p.m. Saturday. Four
of Bradley’s five starters scored in
double figures.
“I know we can beat anyone in this
conference,” junior Gabi Haack said.
“Once you get to the tournament,
everyone is hungry, everyone thinks
they can beat anyone so it’s really
whoever brings the most energy and
is most focused.”
The Braves shot a better percentage
than the Bears but struggled on
the offensive boards, giving up
19. Missouri State tallied 28
second chance points.
Although the Braves
might not have the height
to compete against the best
NCAA programs they have
the defense to keep scoring
at bay. Bradley battles and can
never be counted out.
After allowing 40.0
percent
shooting
to
Indiana State in the first
half and went into the
locker room up by just a
mere point. The Braves
regrouped to hold the
Sycamores to 28.6 percent
after the break.
“I think we kind of

went away from that defensive game
plan in the first half, but channeling
in on that and knowing when to do
certain screens or knowing who you
have in the ball screen,” senior forward
Chelsea Brackmann said with WIRL’s
Ed Hammond. “Sometimes we didn’t
have our hands up on 3’s or we let
them go to their favorite shoulder in
the post, so I mean mental mistakes.”
With the loss to the Bears, Bradley
dropped three spots in the ranked
power index to 41 and is in the first
four out of the NCAA Tournament’s
latest ESPN Bracketology.
The MVC has five teams in the top75, and is the eighth best conference
as a whole according to the
metric. That means at least
five teams should play in
postseason tournaments.

Junior Gabi
Haack reacts
after getting
fouled. Photo by
Ronan Khalsa.

Check out these stories online!
Continue to read the article at
https://BradleyScout.com/sports
or scan the QR code with your phone.

Track indoor seasons
ends, focus is now on
performing outdoor
By Allan Kabese

Softball clicks
in California

Where would you least like to see
Tom Brady sign in free agency?
Tennessee Titans vs. L.A. Chargers
The Tom Brady era is likely
over in New England. Brady is not
getting any younger and is only
regressing. It’s in the Patriots best
interest to begin the search for a
new quarterback that legendary
head coach Bill Belichick can build
around for the years ahead.
Even though the Patriots are
likely going to move on from
him, Tom Brady has no interest
in retiring this offseason, and a
handful of teams are rumored to
want his services, one of those
teams include the Tennessee
Titans.
The Titans are the team I want
Tom Brady to play for the least.
Arguably, Ryan Tannehill would
be too expensive to keep, but
that concern is a bit far-fetched.
Tannehill will likely carry a cap
hit of $20-25 million with his new
deal, which is middle of the pack
for his position. The Titans also
have almost $50 million in cap
space this offseason, so they have
more than enough money to keep
him.
Getting rid of Tannehill would
likely worsen the Titans, and
getting Tom Brady probably won’t
help them further. A 42-year-old
quarterback is not an upgrade in
any way, no matter how good he’s
been in the past.
Bringing in Brady would mean
a significantly different system for
the Titans to run next year with
a much less mobile quarterback.
Brady also likely carries a $30
million cap hit, higher than
Tannehill’s projected cap hit.
That’s a financial reason not to
keep him on top of all the other
weaknesses he has at his age.
The Tennessee Titans having
Brady replace Tannehill is an
illogical move that does nothing
but worsen them, and it’s not
something I want to see from a
team that has lots of promise for
the future.
The Chargers are in a similar
predicament, but they play in a
major market and Brady better
fits their offensive scheme. Titans
head coach Mike Vrabel is a former
teammate and friend of Brady, and
that will change the dynamic and
hold Tennessee back from greater
successes.

By Jonathan Michel

You can use Snapchat, iPhone Camera
app or any other QR scanner app.
- COLIN DAVERN

Tom Brady is undoubtably the
greatest quarterback to ever play
the game of football. However,
he still has more to prove in the
twilight of his career. With Brady
scheduled to hit free agency for the
first time in his career, rumors are
swirling about where he will end
up next year. One team I think he
should avoid is the Los Angeles
Chargers.
The Chargers are coming off
a disappointing 5-11 season in
2019, one year after making the
playoffs with a 12-4 record. After
the season, they announced their
decision to move on from longtime quarterback Philip Rivers
after 16 seasons. Signing one aging
quarterback to replace another
aging quarterback would be a
lateral move from a personnel
standpoint.
From a divisional standpoint,
Brady would be on the worst team
in an up and coming AFC West.
The Kansas City Chiefs are coming
off a Super Bowl championship
with the best quarterback in the
game in Patrick Mahomes, the Las
Vegas Raiders are on the rise and
the Denver Broncos have a very
talented defense. The Chargers are
behind the curve in that division.
It’s likely that Brady could be
going from a first-place team every
year to a last place team for the
next three years.
Colin argues that Brady should
not sign with the Tennessee
Titans because it would make
them less competitive. However,
the Titans offensive scheme is
similar to what Brady has played
in his entire career. It would be a
much more logical destination for
Brady because of his familiarity
with head coach Mike Vrabel, who
played linebacker for the Patriots
from 2001 to 2008.
If the Titans manage to re-sign
running back Derrick Henry, the
load on Brady’s shoulders would
be much less than it has been in
the last couple seasons.
After all, the Chargers don’t
have as much to offer as the
Titans do. Their offensive line is
atrocious, which is a liability for
an aging non-mobile quarterback.
The scheme as it is would not fit
Brady’s strengths and it would take
a lot of work to get on the same
page with head coach Anthony
Lynn. In all, Brady’s presence does
not make the Chargers better than
they were last year.
Brady’s legacy is already
cemented no matter what the rest
of his career entails. However, if he
wants more to prove, it makes little
sense for him to finish his career
with the Chargers.

- JACOB STEINBERG
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Baseball has its first season
sweep at Tennessee Tech

BY CAMERON IRWIN
Contributor

The Bradley (4-6) baseball team
has yet to play a game at Dozer Park
this season in Peoria, but that didn’t
stop it from taking a three-game road
sweep from Tennessee Tech this past
weekend.
There
was
a
significant
improvement on the mound,
surrendering only 10 walks in the
series while striking out 29. In
addition, the Braves’ offense saw an
outburst that had been missing this
season, outscoring the Golden Eagles
33-10 in the series.
Bradley set the tone in the first
game of a Saturday doubleheader.
Junior Brooks Gosswein threw 7.2
innings in a 6-3 game one win, giving
up the three runs in a second inning
rally from Tennessee Tech.
In the nightcap, the offense took
over. The Braves used a seven-run
third inning to pull away to an 11-6
victory.
Senior outfielder Dan Bolt. Photo
by Kayla Johnson

On Sunday, junior pitcher Matt
Hamilton had the best outing of his
Bradley career, giving up just one run
in six innings en route to a Bradley
16-1 pounding to close the series.
Hamilton picked up the win, his first
in a Bradley uniform.
“The guys on the mound really
competed and gave us a chance,” head
coach Elvis Dominguez said.
That competitiveness allowed
the Braves to lower their collective
earned run average from 8.63 to 7.00.
The BU staff only allowed nine earned
runs in the series.
Senior left fielder Dan Bolt led
the offense with four home runs and
eight runs batted in over three games.
Bolt pushed his season total to seven
homers and is currently tied for
second most in the nation.
Bolt’s flaming hot start has earned
him back-to-back MVC player of the
week honors. Prior to the last two
weeks, he had received the award just
once in three seasons.
Additionally, Bolt was
named to the Collegiate
Baseball National players
of the week list.
“He’s a workaholic,” Dominguez
said. “If it were up to him he’d hit
every day. He works hard on his craft
and he’s as prepared as any player.”
The power numbers are not new
to Bolt. He hit 11 dingers last year and
had a slugging percentage of .595.
In addition to Bolt’s offensive
outpour, fellow senior shortstop Luke
Shadid drove in his 100th career RBI,
becoming the 33rd Brave in program
history to do so.
“I didn’t really know that was
something I accomplished,” Shadid
said. “But knowing that now, it’s

humbling. I’ve had a solid career here
and I just keep looking to make solid
strides.”
That’s not the only record book
ranking that Shadid is climbing. He
currently sits seventh in program
history in hit by pitches. He was
plunked for the 30th time in his career
this weekend, twice in the series.
Eight more this season moves him
into sole possession of third place all
time on the Hilltop.
As the leadoff man, it’s Shadid’s
responsibility to start the rally and get
on base any way possible. However,
his role is a little more complicated
than that.
“My job is to see how many
pitches the pitcher has,” Shadid said.
“I try and work the counts as best
as possible to try and see as many
pitches as I can go back to the dugout
and give my teammates a scouting
report on what he’s throwing and
what the ball’s doing.”
Shadid’s scouting reports will
be extremely valuable during their
spring break trip which pits the
Braves against Mercer, Dartmouth
and North Florida. There may be two
games added to the schedule.
The team was originally scheduled
to play at SEC member Kentucky
starting today, but the series has
been canceled so that the team can
attend former pitcher Mitch Janssen’s
memorial services.
“If we can get the same kind of
effort on the mound, it should be a
very, very good [] for us,” Dominguez
said.
The Braves look to push their
record to the plus side of .500 for
the first time this season beginning
March 13.

Men’s basketball ready to defend in St. Louis with fire under feet
BY RONAN KHALSA
Sports Editor
The Bradley men’s basketball team
plays this afternoon at 2:30, but it
wants to play Sunday at 1 p.m. on CBS
in the Arch Madness championship
game.
Senior guard Darrell Brown and
junior forward Elijah Childs were
named to the all-MVC second team
and senior Nate Kennell earned
placement on the third team.
Sophomore forward Ja’Shon Henry
was named to the most improved team
while freshman Ville Tahvanainen
was named to the all-bench team.
The team as a whole think they
should have won more postseason
awards from the Missouri Valley
Conference office and voters. The
needed motivation for success over
the three days in St Louis is increased
by the fact they got fewer awards.
“It is what it is, you know, we have
no control over it,” Childs said. “But,
it definitely adds fuel to the fire, you
know, because I felt like DB should’ve
been on first, Nate should’ve been
at least on second. [Redshirt-junior
Danya Kingsby] should’ve won an
award … Other guys should’ve got
accolades.”
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Despite the frustration with the
awards, the Braves have kept their
focus on winning.
“I think certain guys in this league
is worried about individual accolades
and we’re worried about team
accolades,” Childs said. “We wanted
people to get stuff, but it doesn’t work
out that way sometimes, but we are
ready to go and we’re ready to defend
our championship, that’s what it’s
really all about.”
Head coach Brian Wardle said
the team is focusing on minor
adjustments ahead of the tournament.
But during the games, Bradley needs
to perform in big, key moments.
“It’s little tiny things we can do
better,” Wardle said. “You got to have
more winning plays than losing plays
in those moments. We did that last
year and then hopefully we can come
out and do it again. It takes a great
effort and great togetherness to do it.”
Bradley has been in the No. 4/5
seed game the last three seasons. To
Henry, it’s all about keeping their
bodies fresh if the Braves are to make
a deep run. Kennell said the team
needs to stay composed and fight
through fatigue.
“We played tough games in
there [last year] and battled through

adversity and beat every team by two
or three points,” Kennell said. “Just
staying composed, don't get too high
or too low during runs and just know
we are going to make ours.”
“You got to find that energy, got
to find that juice, you got to find that
motivation and then really go in there,
play smart and execute,” Wardle said.
As the starting point guard,
Brown will lead that execution, but
knows that each player’s role can be
different each game.
“Giving everything you got each
possession, communicating and
just doing whatever it takes to win,
because some games it could be your
night scoring, some night you might
have to just be a defensive guy, some
nights you have to get other people
involved,” Brown said.
Childs said the Braves need
everyone in the program to buy
into the game plan no matter their
role, especially being the defending
champions.
“We know we’re the team to beat
now, we know teams is afraid to play
us, we know how teams feel about us,”
Childs said. “We just got to be ready
to bring our A-game, because we
know we’re gonna get everybody’s
A-game coming to this tournament.”
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MILITARY TRAINING SETS
FINNISH BRAVES APART
BY HERNAN GUTIERREZ
Sports Reporter
In the United States, the military
provides many young men and
women opportunities outside of the
traditional four-year college plan.
It also gives those who want to
continue their education the financial
help they may need to pursue that
education.
In Finland, however, men over
the age of 18 are required to serve
six months in the Finnish Defense
Forces in a military role or for a year
in certain non-profit organizations in
a civilian role. Two Bradley studentathletes from Finland use their
experiences to stand out on and off
the playing surface.
Freshman soccer midfielder/
defenseman Rasmus Smidtslund
said his service helped him adjust to
college life better than a typical firstyear student.
“It’s like similar surroundings
in ... a college campus,” Smidtslund
said. “We live with other people in
the same room, we share bathrooms
... that's like the biggest thing I can
take from [my service] to here that
has helped me a lot.”
While in the military, Smidtslund
served in a more typical defense
role training in surveillance and
reconnaissance. He said some of his
biggest takeaways apply more to how
he lives his life.
“It helps with discipline in
everyday life like making plans and
time management,” Smidtslund said.
“Also, in trying as hard as possible ...
it helps a lot every day.”
Fellow Helsinki native and
freshman basketball player Ville
Tahvanainen had a bit of a different
role. His service allowed him to
continue his athletic training with
the Finnish national team while
also completing part of his military
requirement.
“The time we
do service ... it
was basically
learning
to
be a soldier,”
Tahvanainen
said.
“Basically learning how to use
a gun, learning how to act as a
group ... just being a basic soldier.”
Tahvanainen’s entire company
was comprised of other athletes,
many from different sports. He
said that was an environment
encouraged training in their
respective sports.
“It [gave] us a lot of time to
play sports,” Tahvanainen said.
“The program was built for the
athletes.”
Tahvanainen said he uses the
discipline both student-athletes
gained through the military.
“Every day in the
military you learn a
lot of new stuff, like
physical stuff, mental
stuff,”
Tahvanainen
said. “Of course we always
wake up early ... eat healthy ... it

all affects you as an athlete and as a
person too.”
Head men’s basketball coach
Brian Wardle said Tahvanainen’s
maturity allows him to excel in a
team environment.
“He already knows the value
of teamwork, he knows the value
of sacrifice,” Wardle said. “He
takes coaching and he keeps his
confidence.”
Tahvanainen graduated high
school last April and is of the typical
freshman age. On the other hand,
Smidtslund turned 20 in December
and head soccer coach Jim DeRose
said that helps him stand out on the
field.
“The first thing that strikes you
about him is just the maturity level,”
DeRose said. “He’s been through it,
he’s just a little bit more seasoned
than a traditional freshman would be.
He was able to use that ... maturity,
not just the mental side but the
physical side to assert himself pretty
quickly ... He’s really tactically astute
and aware.”
Both athletes are pursuing degrees
in the Foster college of business
on the Hilltop, with Smitdslund
double majoring in management
and leadership and business law and
Tahvanainen studying marketing.
When it comes to time remaining
in their service, Smidtslund served his
six months all at once. Tahvanainen,
however, has eight weeks remaining
in his service that he will fulfill at
a later date. His Bradley basketball
career will not be affected by the
service requirement.
Rasmus Smidtslund soccer
player. Photo by William Craine
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BRADLEY IN FAMILIAR FIRST
ROUND TERRITORY AGAINST
UPSTART SIU

Freshman Ville Tahvananien drives towards the basket on Loyola center Cameron Krutwig at Carver Arena last week.
BY LARRY LARSON
Assistant Sports Editor
Following Saturday’s loss to
Loyola and Indiana State’s win
over Valparaiso, Bradley finds itself
seeded at No. 4 in the Missouri Valley
Conference tournament, matched up

with surprise contender Southern
Illinois.
It is the third year in a row that the
Braves have found themselves in the
2:30 pm No. 4 versus No. 5 seed game
on Friday of the tournament. The last
two seasons, Bradley has been seeded
No. 5, and has upset the fourth seed
to advance to Saturday.
The first round matchup pits the
Braves against a Salukis team that
was picked to finish last in the
preseason poll but finished the
conference slate at 10-8, ahead of
preseason favorite Missouri State
among others.
The Salukis propelled themselves
to the top half of the standings thanks
to a seven game win streak that lasted
from Jan. 19 until Feb. 12, in which
they defeated top teams Northern
Iowa and Loyola at home.
Despite the success
of head coach Bryan
Mullins’ first year
in Carbondale, the
‘Dawgs

come into St. Louis sliding. Following
their win streak, the Salukis lost five
of their last six regular season games,
and have dropped their last three
games.
“Obviously we didn’t shoot it as
well,” Mullins said of the final stretch.
“Defensively, we’ve had moments
where we’ve been pretty good, but
then we’ve also had moments where
there was just a lot of slippage and
a lot of breakdowns ... We’re still
a team that’s capable of winning
against anyone in this league.”
Bradley head coach Brian Wardle
said that none of SIU’s recent
struggles matter come tournament
time.
“I have seen so many teams
struggle down the stretch and then
get hot in the conference tournament,”
Wardle said. “I’ve seen teams win
down the stretch and lose [the] first
game of the conference tournament.
You can throw all that out the door
and really view this as season number
three.”
Bradley has found success this
season against a young Southern
squad, beating them both times in
their regular season meetings.
On Jan. 11 in Peoria, the Braves
routed the Salukis 67-48, thanks
to a dominant second half
in which Bradley outscored
Southern 41-19. Darrell Brown
led the way with a 21-point
performance. Without junior
forward Elijah Childs, who
was recovering from right
hand surgery, sophomore
Ja’Shon Henry stepped up
to score 16 points and pull
down nine rebounds.

The second matchup on Feb.
15 started where the first meeting
left off, as the Braves raced out to a
21-point lead just before halftime. SIU
would come all the way back in the
second half, and took the lead with
seven minutes to play, but the Braves
escaped 69-67. Childs led the Braves
with 14 points. Brown went just 4-13
from the field, but hit a dagger shot
in the closing minutes for two of his
nine points.
“Against Bradley, we’ve just got to
be able to play 40 minutes,” Mullins
said. “You’re not going to be able to
play one half and beat a team that’s
as good as Bradley.”
Despite the 0-2 record against the
Braves this season, Mullins likes the
Salukis’ shot in the third meeting.
“I would always like to be on the
2-0 side rather than the 0-2 side, but
I like our chances,” Mullins said. “I
believe in all of my guys, and I think
they’ll be ready to go on Friday. I
know they’re excited, they’re looking
forward to it.”
Star freshman forward Marcus
Domask leads Southern in scoring
at 13 points per game. As a result of
his successful first Valley campaign,
the 2019 Wisconsin Mr. Basketball
honoree was awarded MVC Freshman
and MVC Newcomer of the year on
Tuesday.
In two games against Bradley,
Domask scored a total of 26 points
and grabbed 18 rebounds, including
a double-double in the first meeting.
Another player to watch for the
Salukis is freshman guard Lance
Jones, who dropped a career high 19
points on the Braves in the Feb. 15
game.
In both games, Bradley dominated

photos by Katelyn Edwards
the paint, outscoring SIU 68-38. Fans
could see more of the same at Arch
Madness, as Bradley appears to
be focused on pushing the pace in
transition and getting to the rim.
“[The] biggest thing is just getting
out to run,” Henry said. “That’s
our biggest offensive weapon, our
transition offense. If we are able to
get out and run and string together
some stops I think we will be in good
shape.”
“It’s not an easy gym to shoot in in
St. Louis so I think forcing turnovers,
getting out and running and getting
to the rim is the best way to go about
the offensive end,” Brown said. “As
long as we get stops, that’ll lead to us
playing some good offense.”
When it comes down to the X’s
and O’s, there are no secrets since
both teams have seen each other
two times. According to Wardle, that
makes execution even more crucial
than it normally is.
“Whenever you have to play
somebody a third time, it’s always
difficult,” Wardle said. “Every team
knows each other now. You know
personnel, you know tendencies. It
comes down to really just executing
and taking care of the basketball on
offense. When you play Southern
Illinois, you gotta be disciplined.”
Tip-off is slated for today at 2:30
p.m. at the Enterprise Center in St
Louis. The game will be broadcast on
MVC-TV, which includes NBC Sports
Chicago and Fox Sports Midwest.

Bradley plays SIU
today at 2:30 p.m.

